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The Great Pyramid of Job Growth!



2014-2018 Results

Jobs recruited and retained: 5,279

Wages and salaries generated: $361,770,946

Private capital investment: $660,500,000

Industrial Revenue Bond financing: $8,210,000

Return per $1 EDB Investment: $184







2016-2020 Work Status



2016-2020 Work Status



“Our new revamped 
Sumner facility would 
not have been possible 

without the outstanding 
support from the EDB 

team.”
Danielle Cagnatel

Pres. & CEO AIM Aerospace

Testimonials

“Our collaboration with the 
EDB has been instrumental 

in our business 
development process” 

Jonas Swarttouw
US Country Manager, NewCold

“The Pierce County business 
community is very connected 

and collaborative.”
Bev Losey

Senior VP, Brown & Brown of 
Washington



Partners Make It Happen!



Cluster Acceleration Teams



Retention-Expansion 
111 client meetings to date in 2o19

237 referrals
17 open cases 

Recruitment
39 open cases

11 hot leads from Paris Air Show
2,500 potential jobs

Pipeline



investpiercecounty.com





Cluster teams
Health Services under way.  IT underway.  

Logistics/Trade and Aerospace next.

Institution building
UWT Law School

Marketing and Communications
New website, collateral, social media, testimony, 

traditional media, metrics, etc.

Foundational infrastructure



BOEING NMA (New Mid-market Aircraft)





Prologis









THANK YOU!

Bruce Kendall
President & CEO

bruce@edbtacomapierce.org

mailto:bruce@edbtacomapierce.org
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Our organization, the EDB is a private non-profit 501(c)(6) that has been around since 1978.  We are funded by 95 investors from the private and public sectors.  Our focus is in the retention & expansion of existing primary businesses and the recruitment of new businesses within all of Pierce County.  

Why: We believe that quality of life starts with a job.  We work to bring new jobs here to our region.  We also help companies grow and create an environment where jobs flourish.

How: The EDB works in collaboration with many partners in order to land the project and close the deal.  Economic Development is a Team Sport.  

 

We work with: Port \ State | County | Cities | Utilities | Universities/Technical & Community Colleges | Workforce groups | Business resources | Non-profits
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The Great Pyramid of Job Growth!





Bruce
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2014-2018 Results

Jobs recruited and retained: 5,279

Wages and salaries generated: $361,770,946

Private capital investment: $660,500,000

Industrial Revenue Bond financing: $8,210,000

Return per $1 EDB Investment: $184
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30,000 jobs depend on the Tideflats.  5,000 in Frederickson.  Economic Engine.

Subarea planning process critical
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2016-2020 Work Status
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2016-2020 Work Status
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“Our new revamped Sumner facility would not have been possible without the outstanding support from the EDB team.”
Danielle Cagnatel
Pres. & CEO AIM Aerospace




Testimonials

“Our collaboration with the EDB has been instrumental in our business development process” 

Jonas Swarttouw

US Country Manager, NewCold

“The Pierce County business community is very connected and collaborative.”

Bev Losey

Senior VP, Brown & Brown of Washington
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Partners Make It Happen!
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Cluster Acceleration Teams







IT Cluster Acceleration Team met yesterday – collaboration across companies, orgs.
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Retention-Expansion 
111 client meetings to date in 2o19
237 referrals
17 open cases 

Recruitment
39 open cases
11 hot leads from Paris Air Show
2,500 potential jobs





Pipeline





Bruce

Domestic and international lead generation (Silicon Valley tech and European air shows) 



Investpiercecounty.com
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investpiercecounty.com
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Cluster teams
Health Services under way.  IT underway.  Logistics/Trade and Aerospace next.

Institution building
UWT Law School

 Marketing and Communications
New website, collateral, social media, testimony, traditional media, metrics, etc.











Foundational infrastructure





Bruce
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BOEING NMA (New Mid-market Aircraft)
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James Hardie, building products manufacturer, was a successful recruitment case in 1998,
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Prologis











1.5 million sq feet of new warehouse space on 78 acres, with a total investment in Pierce County of over $100 million, $10 million in off-site improements

Hundreds of construction jobs– some of which are seen here in the photo of the first building as it was being erected. 

500-1,000 long-term jobs.

First building completed and first tenant– UPS– has moved in and operating

Second building is close to completion.
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Maybe you’re noticed the huge cube on South Orchard where Fircrest, Tacoma, and University Place meet. When the 130-foot NewCold facility off South Orchard Street opens its door at the end of the year, the automated cold storage facility will be one of the biggest of its kind in the country, with capacity of more than 25 million cubic feet—the volume of CenturyLink Field. Computer-deployed robots will move products through the low-oxygen environment.

 

Netherlands-based NewCold partnered with the EDB and City of Tacoma to bring the storage facility to Pierce County. Tacoma-based Trident Seafoods will be a primary tenant of the multi-customer warehouse. At full capacity, the facility will employ around 100 people. Hiring is already in process.



But these are not traditional distribution warehouse jobs, nor is this a “dark warehouse.” Employees will be or become experts in robots, coding, cybersecurity, logistics: what we call “new collar” workers. The building itself is intended to be a showcase in the vendors’ supply chains, with on-site showrooms that will allow them to demonstrate the quality of their products in state-of-the-art kitchens. Trident Seafoods moved their operations from King County to become a cornerstone tenant. More tenants are in negotiations with NewCold to come on board from as far away as Oregon.
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Partners!  Investor Briefing at New Cold
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Infoblox currently has an office in downtown Tacoma in the beautifully renovated Horizon Pacific Building with about 80 employees. In December 2016, the company was acquired by Vista Equity Partners, a highly successful private equity firm focused on the software industry that has made over $28 billion in capital commitments.  Infoblox is recognized globally for their cybersecurity work.  When Vista was considering the placement of a new center of excellence to train high potential workers, they also looking at Austin, Texas, Silicon Valley, California, or Tacoma, Washington. Texas is known for their ability to offer tax incentives and large sums of money in order to attract business investment. 



The company weighed several factors including: The quality of life for raising a family | The education system | The cost of living and real estate | Workforce availability and tapping into local military veterans | Proximity to a major educational institution | The business climate | And the overall cost of doing business 



Following a model favored by Vista, Infoblox will be consolidating and growing its employment base in a secondary market by developing training programs that offer lower costs and living than its headquarter location in Santa Clara.



We had an excellent chance of placing the expansion here.  In February of 2017, the company selected Tacoma and will be growing their workforce to as many as 200 employees.  They are also offering relocation packages to existing employees in Santa Clara to move them up here.  This would make Infoblox the 2nd largest tech company in our region after Continuant. Norma Lane, the VP of HR, should it was a no-brainer for them to select Tacoma.  Tacoma-Pierce County provided the most bang for their buck.  We are very glad that they here as an industry leader in technology innovation.
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THANK YOU!

Bruce Kendall
President & CEO

bruce@edbtacomapierce.org
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